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In Cockpit Image Combined Frames. Inside ZS-WUK, a 
North American Navion operated by Steve George at FAKR 
Krugersdorp Jack Taylor aerodrome (Nice word, huh?)
CANON® EOS 30D© 
1/125 @ f/8, ISO 100, Canon 17-85 mm set to 17mm
Post: Combined frames, slight exposure tweeks.
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Series - Feature - John Karas Image: Aftermath
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/5.6, ISO 
100, Canon 300
Post: Adjust contrast



Series - Feature - John Karas

Image: Fire & Smoke
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/9, ISO 100, 
Canon 75MM
Post: Crop



Series - Feature - John Karas

Image: Flyboy
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/7.1, ISO 100, 
Canon 300mm
Post: Crop, adjust contrast

Image Flyboy (full shot)
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/9, ISO 100, 
Canon 300mm
Post: Adjust contrast, adjust 
hue & saturation



Le Cirque Volant 
Equipment: Canon Rebel XT, 
Canon 18-55mm, Canon 280105mm 
Ultrasonic, Canon 75-300mm 
Ultrasonic, Canon polarizer: Editing 
Software: Photoshop Elements 4
* Unless otherwise noted all images 
taken at 2008 EAA AirVenture in 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin

Image: Aftermath
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/5.6, ISO 100, Canon 
300
Post: Adjust contrast

Image: Fire & Smoke
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/9, ISO 100, Canon 
75MM
Post: Crop

Image: Flyboy
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/7.1, ISO 100, Canon 
300mm
Post: Crop, adjust contrast

Image Flyboy (full shot)
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/9, ISO 100, Canon 
300mm
Post: Adjust contrast, adjust hue & 
saturation

Image: G – Force
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/5.6, ISO 100, Canon 
300mm
Post: Adjust Hue & Saturation

Image: Into the Smoke (color)
Taken at 2006 EAA · 
AirVenture in Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin

EXIF: 1/500 @ f/8, ISO 100, Canon 
75-300mm set to 155mm
Post: cropped, adjusted hue & 
saturation

Image: Into the Smoke ( B&W)
Taken at 2006 EAA · 
AirVenture in Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin

EXIF: 1/500 @ f/8, ISO 100, Canon 
75-300mm set to 155mm
Post: Converted to B&W added noise 
for grain effect

Image: Liberator 
Taken at 2006 EAA · 
AirVenture in Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin

EXIFF 1/500 @ f/7.1, ISO 100, 
Canon 300mm
Post: cropped, adjusted hue & 
saturation

Image: Raptor
EXIF: 1/320 @ 5.6, ISO 100, Canon 
300mm
Post: Adjust hue & saturation

Image: Raw Power
EXIF: 1/800 @ f/5.6, ISO 100, Canon 
300mm
Post: None

Image: Rivets
EXIF: 1/200 @ f/10, ISO 100, Canon 
18-55mm set to 40
Post: Adjust curves & contrast

Image: Soaring
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/7.1, ISO 100, Canon 
300mm
Post: Cropped

Image: A Spinning Prop
EXIF” 1/160 @ f/10, ISO 100, Canon 
18-55mm set to 46mm
Post: Cropped, Adjust hue & contrast

Image: The Results of THEIR 
Sacrifi ce
EXIF: 1/250 @ f/7.1, ISO 100, Canon 
75mm
Post: Cropped
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Series - Feature - John Karas

Image: G – Force
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/5.6, ISO 100, 
Canon 300mm
Post: Adjust Hue & Saturation

Image: Raw Power
EXIF: 1/800 @ f/5.6, ISO 100, 
Canon 300mm
Post: None
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Image: Raptor
EXIF: 1/320 @ 5.6, ISO 100, 
Canon 300mm
Post: Adjust hue & saturation
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Image: Liberator 

Taken at 2006 EAA · 
AirVenture in Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin

EXIFF 1/500 @ f/7.1, ISO 
100, Canon 300mm
Post: cropped, adjusted hue & 
saturation



Series - Feature - John Karas
Image: Rivets
EXIF: 1/200 @ f/10, ISO 100, 
Canon 18-55mm set to 40
Post: Adjust curves & contrast



Series - Feature - John Karas Image: Into the Smoke (color)
Taken at 2006 EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh, Wisconsin· 

EXIF: 1/500 @ f/8, ISO 100, Canon 75-300mm set to 155mm
Post: cropped, adjusted hue & saturation



Series - Feature - John Karas Image: Into the Smoke ( B&W)
Taken at 2006 EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh, Wisconsin· 

EXIF: 1/500 @ f/8, ISO 100, Canon 75-300mm set to 155mm
Post: Converted to B&W added noise for grain effect



Series - Feature - John Karas Image: Soaring
EXIF: 1/400 @ f/7.1, ISO 100, 
Canon 300mm
Post: Cropped



Series - Feature - John Karas

Image: A Spinning Prop
EXIF” 1/160 @ f/10, ISO 100, 
Canon 18-55mm set to 46mm
Post: Cropped, Adjust hue & 
contrast



Series - Feature - John Karas Image: The Results of THEIR Sacrifi ce
EXIF: 1/250 @ f/7.1, ISO 100, Canon 75mm
Post: Cropped



Mission - Alf Blume and the 
Chip-Chaps Meet Belgium 
2008

This years Chipmunk activities started in Belguim in early May with the Chipmeet-
2008 (www.chipmeet.com), Chipmunks from all over Europe gathered to exchange 
knowledge and to better their fl ying skills. Seasoned instructors taught formation and 
aerobatic fl ying skills and a lot of Belgian beer was consumed.
The four day event ended with an eleven-ship formation around the countryside and 
over Anthwerpen Airport.
The Danish Chipmunk season started with spring training in Sønderborg (www.chip-
chaps.dk), six Chipmunks attented and many formations fl ights were done and this 
seasons fl ying programme for the Chip-Chaps four-ship display was put together and 
tested, at the local airfi eld, but also at Padborg Airfi eld, at a motorcycle gathering 
there.
The royal castle Schackenborg was overfl own by the six-ship formation, to salute the 
Prince Joachim, him being the protector of the Danish Veteran Flying Club.
First airshow of the season was at Stauning, home base of the Danish Flying Mu-
seum. The Chaps performed brilliantly, and this author was at the microphone in the 
control tower as the Chaps personal announcer.
Next airshow was at Helicopterwing Karup, and the Chipmunks were joined on the 
fl ightline by a Spitfi re - very nice company! Again, the Chaps performed brilliantly 
and I talked the 75.000 spectators through their aerobatic perfomances.
The season ended in Sweden with the Veterans Fly-in at Eslöv (www.eaa.se)
The arrival day was sunny and some practice fl ight were executed. The showday, sat-
urday, it rained the whole time with low clouds. Eventually some pilots, performed 
late afternoon, in spite of the wet conditions, and the show was not a complete wash-
out. The Chip-Chaps only got two planes in the air, but gave a good presentation.
Hopefully we can have some more activities in 2009, maybe an airshow in Northern 
Germany - but the Chipmeet-2009 in Belgium should also see a substantial Danish 
contribution, maybe 5-6 Chipmunks.

Alf Blume - Chip-Chaps photographer and air-show announcer. alfblume@hotmail.
com
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Short Story by Chuck 
Ellsworth. Chuck now does 
operational and pilot train-
ing for the PBY Catalina. You 
can contact him directly at 
Chuck@pbyfl ighttraining.com 

Four Days in a Cat:
Flying a Flying Boat Inside Africa
PBY Catalina N9521C

http://www.ebushpilot.com

Day One
     The sun was just rising as I fi nished scraping 
the frost off the windshield of the P.B.Y. Catalina 
with a credit card. This is not the picture one would 
have of Africa. It is Thursday July 22/99, however, 
and winter in Johannesburg. After eighteen days 
trying to fi nd the cause of a high oil temperature in 
our right engine and fi xing some other mechanical 
problems the decision has been made to leave so as 
to have a chance of making the Oshkosh Airshow. 
Today's fl ight will be six and half-hours to Lilong-
we Malawi and we have an all up takeoff weight 
of twenty seven thousand nine hundred pounds, 
including a crew of fi ve, fi fty four hundred pounds 
of fuel and nine hundred pounds of oil. Lanseria 
Airport is forty fi ve hundred feet above sea level 
with ten thousand feet of runway.
     With the temperature at two degrees C. take-off 
poses no problem. The weather en-route is excel-
lent and we have fi led V.F.R. for the next two-days 
fl ight. Whenever possible I have found it easier to 
fl y V.F.R. in most of Africa because of the diffi culty 
with radio communications at the altitudes we nor-
mally fl y the Catalina. The terrain from Johannes-
burg is sparsely settled with low mountain ranges 
through Zimbabwe, Mozambique and into Malawi. 



The dense jungle we associate with Africa occurs 
only in a relatively narrow band at the equator. If 
fact, a lot of Southern Africa is quite barren until 
you get into the central part of the continent. A 
highlight of this trip was to be crossing the Zambe-
zi River half way through Mozambique. Not only 
is the Zambezi famous for its Victoria Falls but also 
it was especially important to my wife Pene, who 
was with me on this ferry trip, and myself. We had 
canoed part of the river in Zimbabwe two years 
previous to this fl ight.

     We arrived Lilongwe at three fi fteen in the after-
noon and two hours later fi nished fuelling and had 
cleared customs and immigration. We had no trou-
ble fi nding a cab. Finding a hotel, however, was 
another matter. In the end all we could fi nd was a 
very poor quality cheap hotel and when we asked 
if there was a restaurant nearby the desk clerk 
informed us the hotel had a restaurant just outside 
next door. Judging by the quality of the hotel we 
thought maybe we could wait and eat the next day. 
Hunger fi nally decided for us and it turned out to 
be the best meal of the entire trip. It was a Korean 
restaurant and the food was diverse and delicious. 
You just never know until you try.
     I have been in over twenty countries in Africa 
and Malawi is by far the best. The people are not 
only very friendly but everywhere you go it is 
absolutely clean unlike most of Africa. There is no 
garbage or junk anywhere. As well the plants and 
trees in the city are very healthy and colourful and 
well looked after.

Day Two
     After the easiest customs, immigration and 

fee-paying routine I have experienced anywhere 
in the many countries that I have fl own in we were 
airborne for Nairobi Kenya at seven thirty A.M.
     Once again we had perfect weather for our trip 
through central Tanzania. Shortly after departing 
Lilongwe we fl ew across Lake Malawi famous for 
its diverse species of fresh water fi sh. There can-
not be a better way to sightsee than from the big 

blisters on the P.B.Y. Catalina. The view is pano-
ramic as you can see not only ahead and behind but 
straight down as well. The dry savanna countryside 
is similar to the previous days fl ight. We decided to 
take the Eastern route into Kenya to see Mt. Kili-
manjaro. This, however, was not to be as most of 
the mountain was hidden in cloud cover.
     Approaching Kilimanjaro we contacted the 
arrival controller to position report and were 
advised to report ten minutes prior to the Kenya 

F.I.R. Next, we were given a handoff frequency for 
Nairobi radar, but we were unable to raise Nairobi 
because of our distance and low altitude. I gave 
this no thought at the time, as I had not expected an 
answer at that altitude.
     Crossing from Tanzania into Kenya we were 
able to identify many kinds of wildlife from our 
altitude of fi fteen hundred feet above ground, the 

minimum allowed when fl ying 
over the African plains so as not 
to disturb the wildlife. From this 
height we can easily identify 
the big game such as Giraffe, 
Rhino, Buffalo, and Elephant. The 
smaller Zebra and Wildebeest are 
plentiful on the vast plains of the 
Serengeti and you could almost 
reach out with your fi nger tips and 
brush their backs from the bubble 
of the Catalina.
     Our arrival at Nairobi’s Jomo 
Kenyatta airport, elevation 5300 
feet, was uneventful until ground 
control advised me that arrival re-
quested I go to their radar room as 
they wished to talk to me. Before 

leaving the airplane I told the rest of the crew that 
this might take some time as I suspected this would 
be another typical African shakedown. Sure enough 
the controllers wanted to know why I had not 
reported the Kenya F.I.R. on their frequency. When 
I explained the altitude problem they asked why I 
did not call on H.F. I informed them I did not have 
H.F. however I had brought my over fl ight and 
landing clearances for all the Countries we were fl y 
into or over including their airport.
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     I never did really understand exactly what 
obscure rule of theirs I may have violated resulting 
in their threat to charge me and seize the airplane. 
One only has to understand the game being played 
which is fi nding a way to receive forgiveness for 
your stupidity in having done whatever it was they 
decided you are guilty of. In this case after over an 
hour of arguing, pleading and going around in cir-
cles one of the controllers went for a walk with me. 
In return for a gift of one hundred and fi fty U.S. 
dollars to show how happy I was with his decision 
not to charge me I was free to go. I couldn’t believe 
how cheaply I had gotten away this time. I must be 
getting good at the game.
     Kenya is one of the most corrupt countries in 
the world. Graft is everywhere especially in the 
police force. We better hope that some of our Cana-
dian politicians do not decide to vacation there, as 
they will really get a chance to polish their skills in 
how to extort money out of us. Allow me to diverse 
for a moment while I am on this subject and com-
pare the police in Africa versus British Columbia 
where I live. The way I see it in Africa the police 
extort money holding an A.K. 47. In B.C. the po-
lice are holding a radar gun; just a slightly different 
method.
     We had planned on a one-day layover in Nai-
robi before continuing on to Djibouti our next fuel 
stop. This became a fi ve day delay because the fi rst 
offi cer decided to return to California and several 
days later Dudley Lieveaux, our engineer, had to 
return to South Africa to his maintenance business 
in Cape Town. I was really sorry to lose Dudley as 
he was a very experienced pilot and engineer and 
we would have to wait until London to replace him.
     We now had several days to spare so Pene and 

I decided to take a day Safari and see more of 
Kenya and its wildlife. The safari was really worth 
the three hundred and fi fty U.S. dollars as one 
never sees too much of Africa. All of the African 
game guides have an incredible knowledge of their 
country and its wildlife and vegetation. There is no 
better way to explore the country close up.

     On Tuesday, fi ve days after arriving in Nairobi, 
our new fi rst offi cer Richard Maier arrived from Jo-
hannesburg. We were unable to depart the follow-
ing day because of low cloud cover preventing us 
from navigating the route V.F.R. The terrain is very 
mountainous to the north east of Nairobi. It was 
not possible to fi le I.F.R. as the M.E.A. is 21,000 
feet and the P.B.Y. will not reach this altitude. Our 
greatest concern now was running over the four 
days time frame the new over fl ight and landing 
permits had given us, after which you must reap-

ply for the entire route. This would include Kenya, 
Ethiopia, Djibouti, Yemen, Saudi Arabia, and 
Egypt. Not only is getting the clearances for the 
route time consuming, but it costs several thousand 
U.S. dollars each time. This would be our third set 
of clearances. It did not help knowing that at this 
time of year Nairobi can be low overcast for weeks 

at a time. But we were to fi nally 
have a change of luck as the next 
day dawned clear and windless.

Day Three
     We were up at four A.M., 
checked out of the hotel, and 
planned to get all the paperwork 
and fees paid in time. For the fi rst 
hour it went good: we managed 
to pay the landing, parking and 
departure fees. Then it was off to 
the weather and fl ight planning of-
fi ces, a walk of about half a mile. 
Weather planning in typical Africa 
is no real problem. There is very 
little forecast weather available for 
our route, so you take what you 

get and go. Flight planning is where we came up 
against the mind numbing stupidity of the African 
system.

     We were asked for our landing permit. I told 
them that in the process of dealing with the air traf-
fi c controllers it got lost. The last time I saw it the 
controllers had it. Furthermore it was a departure 
clearance we were after today, we landed a week 
ago. No amount of reasoning moved them; if no 
landing permit received then no departure permit 
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given. So we negotiated another half-mile walk 
back to the airplane and began a search of every 
conceivable place it could be. Finally I found it in 
the Malawi fi le. How the hell it got there I have no 
idea. Half way to the control tower I 
see Richard coming, and he said “Lets 
get out of here, I have the permit.” He 
had called the person in charge of Ken-
ya C.A.A., solved the problem, paid 
the two hundred and fi fty U.S. dollar 
navigation fee, and lo and behold we 
had our departure permit.
     By now it is coming up on eight 
A.M. We are running out of time to 
make Djibouti with some safety mar-
gin before dark. I will not fl y in that 
part of Africa V.F.R. after dark. It is 
bad enough running the risk of being 
shot down without adding problems to 
the fl ight. We start up and ask for taxi 
clearance only to be told there was no 
departure permit for our airplane. We 
informed the tower we had the permit 
and they said “Not for that airplane.”
     So I get out of the seat and get the paperwork 
give them the permit number and the problem was 
solved. Our airplane was N9521C they thought we 
were N9525C. So off we go. Now we are in the 
holding bay for the runway and ask for take off 
clearance, only to be told we could not depart, as 
they needed our landing permit number. Lucky for 
us I had it and we were cleared for take off. Depar-
ture gave us the usual radar vectors to clear their 
terminal area and we kissed good-bye to Nairobi 
and our friends in the radar room.
     The fl ight from Nairobi to Djibouti is planned 

for seven hours and thirty minutes; we now are 
in the most dangerous part of the trip. Due to the 
many local wars only one route was available to 
transit central Africa. We had to stay on the fl ight-

planned route or risk being forced down or shot 
down. Our route was through central Ethiopia and 
less than an hour into our fl ight low stratus started 
to form at our altitude of 7,500 feet. We decide to 
climb and eventually we were able to remain on 
top at 11,500 where we stayed for the next four 
hours. With the help of highfl ying airliners we were 
able to report our position, altitude and estimates to 
Addas Ababa.
     The further we fl ew into Ethiopia the less our 
choices of where to go in the event an engine 
failure or any other problem forced us to land. To 
the west of our track were the central mountains 

of Ethiopia and the southern Sudan, which is at 
war and a no-fl y zone. To the east is Somalia also 
a war zone. Not to mention the airplane we were 
fl ying was painted in U.S. Navy colours with a 

big U.S. star on it; to land in Somalia 
would be suicide. Just prior to Djibouti 
we were approaching Eritrea another 
no-fl y zone. The Ethiopian controllers 
monitor the last one hundred miles into 
Djibouti and they allow zero deviation 
from the airway and are continually 
asking for estimates for the fi xes ahead 
of us.
     Finally the cloud cover disappeared 
and we once again could map read. Our 
airway passed directly over Ethiopia's 
biggest military airfi eld and they were 
the controllers we had been talking to. 
After we passed the airfi eld Pene came 
up and asked us if we saw all the Jet 
fi ghters on the airport we just passed. 
We said, “Yes, they looked like Rus-
sian Migs.” At least they knew who we 

were. Prior to our arrival Djibouti we received the 
landing information and as expected the tempera-
ture was 42 deg. C. Now we fi nd out if our engine 
oil temperature problem is still with us. It was, and 
by the time we were parked it had already climbed 
into the caution range.
     We had fuel drums waiting for us and wouldn’t 
you know it their hand pump quit after three drums. 
We left for town after dark not knowing when if 
ever we would get our fuel out of the drums. The 
taxi ride to the hotel was Pene’s fi rst introduction to 
the real Africa. The cab was a real beauty no door 
handles and no lights except one parking light on 

Taken at Omaka Aerodrome, Blenheim, April 14, 2001. The aircraft fl ashes by on approach - note, no fl aps. It 
was also a bright day, and I was having trouble slowing the exposure down to avoid the propeller problem.



the right front. Then it ran out of fuel just out side 
the airport. Fortunately, he had a small can with 
enough fuel to get us to a gas station. But all was 
not lost as Pene saw her fi rst camel. The driver 
slammed on the brakes and lo and behold there 
they were. We had just barely missed two camels.
     Djibouti is about as run down as any country 
can get and still have people live there. The hotel 
was a dirty badly maintained Sheraton, the best 
in town, with only one working water tap in our 
room. We stayed two days in this hotel waiting for 
our fuel. There was no thought of sightseeing as it 
is very unsafe for foreigners even in the daytime 
especially if you have a white woman with you. 
Pene wanted to go on this trip so she knew not to 
fuss. By dark on our second day in Djibouti we had 
our fuel and were ready to depart at sunrise.

Day Four
     Up at four A.M. and we made the usual run 
around to fi nish the paper work and pay the charges 
we had not paid the day before. The plan was to 
get airborne when the temperature was at its lowest 
just at dawn. We had talked to the tower people and 
they agreed to allow us to depart with no delay so 
as to keep our oil temperature as low as possible. 
This was to be our last problem with the no-fl y 
airspace. All we had to do was fl y 65 miles east to 
an airway intersection then follow the airway up 
the middle of the Red Sea. Once again we must 
stay on the centerline as we can see Eritrea just off 
our left wing and it is for sure a no-fl y zone. Some-
how Eritrea has Mig 29’s and all kinds of Catalina 
seeking missiles. It is amazing that these countries 
have very little food or other necessities of life that 
we here in North America take for granted; yet they 

are armed with the most modern weapons.
     The starboard engine oil temp was a real prob-
lem but by using minimum power we managed to 
get into the cool air at 9,500 feet after only one and 
a half hours of slow climbing. Over the Red Sea we 
witnessed the most beautiful coral reefs that extend 
for miles and miles just prior to entering Saudi 
Arabian Airspace. Our fourth day ended in Jeddah 
Saudi Arabia with a temperature of 47 deg. C and 
once again no fuel available until tomorrow.

     In retrospect we had crossed the entire diffi cult 
airspace in Africa in just four days of fl ying. We 
made the journey through East Africa, but Jeddah 
was to be the end of our trip to Oshkosh. We could 
not get fuel until three P.M. on our second day in 
Jeddah. When we fi nally departed at dawn the next 
morning the air temperature was over 30 deg. C. 
Shortly after take off we could no longer control 
the starboard engine oil temperature leaving us no 
choice but to shut it down and return to the Jeddah 
airport. We stayed a further four days on a general 
declaration seventy two-hour visa. After two exten-
sions we were deported outside Saudi Arabia to ap-
ply for a visa to fl y the airplane out of the country 
when it is repaired.
     We fl ew to London stayed three days then 
returned home to Vancouver Island. I will return to 
Jeddah and ferry the airplane to London England 
where it will be stored until sold.

(Photo source unknown. Please contact us if you 
deserve credit.)

History: From its introduction to U.S. Naval serv-
ice in 1936, through its continued international 
military use into the 1970’s, to the recent retirement 
of the last civilian fi re-bomber, the Consolidated 
PBY Catalina has served a distinguished career 
as one of the most rugged and versatile aircraft in 
U.S. history. It was created in response to the U.S. 
Navy’s 1933 request for a prototype to replace the 
Consolidated P2Y and the Martin P3M with a new 
patrol-bomber fl ying boat with extended range and 
greater load capacity.

The Catalina was created under the guidance of 
the brilliant aero-engineer Isaac Macklin Laddon. 
The new design introduced internal wing bracing, 
which greatly reduced the need for drag-producing 
struts and bracing wires. A signifi cant improvement 
over its predecessors, it had a range of 2,545 miles, 
and a maximum take-off weight of 35,420 lbs. In 
1939 the Navy considered discontinuing its use in 
favor of proposed replacements. The Catalina re-
mained in production, however, because of massive 
orders placed by Britain, Canada, Australia, France, 
and the Netherlands. These countries desperately 



needed reliable patrol planes in their eleventh-hour 
preparations for WW II. Far from replacing the 
PBY, the Navy placed its largest single order since 
WW I for an aircraft.

Over the years, numerous improvements were 
made to the design. An amphibious version, the 
PBY-5A, was developed in 1939, through the ad-
dition of a retractable tricycle undercarriage. The 
PBY-6A featured hydrodynamic improvements 
designed by the Naval Aircraft Factory. The Soviet 
Union produced a license-built version for their 
Navy called the GST and powered by Mikulin 
M-62 radial engines. Boeing Aircraft of Canada 
built the PB2B-1 and PB2B-2 (“Canso”), and a 
derivative of the PBY-5A was built by Canadian 
Vickers. In US Army Air Force service, the aircraft 
was known as the OA-10A (PBY-5A) and OA-10B 
(PBY-6A). The Royal Air Force’s Coastal Com-
mand fl ew Catalinas under the designations Cata-
lina Mk I/II/III/IV.

A total of approximately 4000 Catalinas were built 
between 1936 and 1945. Because of their world-
wide popularity, there was scarcely a maritime 
battle in WW II in which they were not involved. 
The PBY had its vulnerabilities: it was slow, with 
a maximum speed of 179 mph, and with no crew 
armor or self-sealing tanks, it was highly vulner-
able to anti-aircraft attack. However it was these 
weaknesses, coincident with the development of ef-
fective radar, and Japanese reliance on night trans-
port, which led to the development of the “Black 
Cat Squadrons.” These crews performed nighttime 
search and attack missions in their black-painted 
PBYs. The tactics were spectacularly successful 

and seriously disrupted the fl ow of supplies and 
personnel to Japanese island bases. The Catalinas 
also proved effective in search and rescue mis-
sions, code-named “Dumbo.” Small detachments 
(normally of three PBYs) routinely orbited on 
stand-by near targeted combat areas. One detach-
ment based in the Solomon islands rescued 161 
airmen between January 1 and August 15, 1943, 
and successes increased steadily as equipment and 
tactics improved. After WW II, the PBY continued 
its search and rescue service in many Central and 
South American countries, as well as in Denmark, 
until the 1970’s.

The Catalina has also proved useful in civilian 
service: in scheduled passenger fl ights in Alaska 
and the Caribbean, in geophysical survey, and 
mostly, in fi re-bombing for the U.S. Forest Service 
until the recent retirement of the last PBY. Through 
its long and varied service, the Consolidated PBY 
Catalina has earned its reputation as the workhorse 
of naval aviation.  [History by Kate Muldoon]

NIcknames: Cat; Mad Cat (When outfi tted with 
Magnetic Anomaly Detection Gear); Black Cat 
(Night Variant); Pig Boat; P-Boat; Y-Boat (Dutch 
Navy nickname); Canso/Canso A (Canadian des-
ignation); Nomad (Initial “PBN-1” designation of 
the PBY-6A); Mop (NATO designation for Soviet 
Lend-Lease PBYs).

Specifi cations (PBY-5A):
        Engines: Two 1,200-hp Pratt & Whitney 
R-1830-92 Twin Wasp radial piston engines
        Weight: Empty 20,910 lbs., Max Takeoff 
35,420 lbs.

BuNo 0469
2-P-4
Photo: USN-3302
Caption: 1936

The fi rst PBY-2 wasn't delivered until 1937-May or 
Jun. (Photo courtesy of the Naval Historical Center, 
US Navy) 

        Wing Span: 104ft. 0in.
        Length: 63ft. 10.5in.
        Height: 20ft. 2in.
        Performance:
            Maximum Speed: 179 mph
            Long-Range Cruising Speed: 117 mph
            Ceiling: 14,700 ft.
            Range: 2,545 miles
        Armament:
            Five 7.62-mm (0.3-inch) machine guns
            Up to 4,000 pounds of bombs or depth 
charges

Number Built: ~4,000

Number Still Airworthy: ~30

A “Black Cat” PBY Catalina stalks enemy shipping 
as night falls in the far reaches of the Pacifi c.
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PRINT - “CONGO”
This is a painting about the unknown - ahead - 
and the fear of it. It is a real place - the Oubangi 
River in Congo. And it is about a real experi-
ence - the power and the moment of the deci-
sion. The writer, Tom Claytor, and the artist, 
Larry Norton, ventured together up this river in 
1992. After a four-hour fl ight and many storms, 
it is late afternoon. The destination is a small 
town along the river called Impfondo. This is 
the closest town to the mysterious Lake Telle 
where the Pygmies believe there is a dinosaur 
called Mokele-mbembe (rainbow). A storm 
looms ahead on the river. Night is approaching. 
To divert around the storm might mean missing 
the town and losing precious time. The small 
plane descends low and follows the course of 
the riverbank through the storm to the dimming 
lights of a misty town. The fear is of the un-
known - before the power of the decision to turn 
around or to carry on. (Original: Oil on canvas 
by Larry Norton. Prints: High quality 40cm. x 
60cm. with white border and title in script at the 
bottom. Cost: US$40). FREE SHIPPING.  

US$ 40

Images Copyright© Larry Norton
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 PRINT - “SAHARA FLIGHT”
This is a painting about wonder and mystery. It is about going to a place where we are not really meant 
to go. The Sahara desert is the largest desert in the world. It is a forbidding place, and yet it draws you to 

it. It is a land of extremes and bizarre formations. The 
Tuareg call it “Tanezrouft” - the land of thirst. Tassili 
loom like towering rock mushrooms above the sand. 
Barchans creep like crescent moons across the surface. 
Vast ergs look like angry oceans smoking in the wind. 
The Ahaggar massif and isolated dome mountains rise 
abruptly from the desert fl oor. The sand is like the sea; it 
is wavy, then fl at. It fl ows like rivers through rock, and 
the horizon is endless and empty with the dust of the 
harmattan. This is the Sahara desert - a 3 million square 
mile expanse across a continent - and this is the gateway 
to Timbuktu. The pilot Bill Lancaster took off in his 
Avro Avian “Southern Cross Minor” in 1933 to cross 
the Sahara desert. His mummifi ed body was found 29 
years later by a French Army patrol. The British explorer 
Alexander Laing was the fi rst European to reach Tim-
buktu; the Tuareg killed him. The fi rst to return alive was 
the Frenchman René Caillé in 1828; he had disguised 
himself as an Arab. Timbuktu is an ancient city of mud 
being buried in dust - even the Niger river is drifting 
away from it - yet there is an allure and attraction to this 
far away place. The city began as a Tuareg encampment 
in 1100, and its name comes from a slave girl “Buktu” 
who was left to guard the “tim” (or place) of her master’s 

well. It is timeless and preserved by the desert. The trans-Saharan caravans passed here with gold and salt. 
Songhai devil worshipers still beat gourds suspended on water to speak to the underworld. Tuareg nomads 
perched on camels emerge from the desert. The men are wrapped in fi erce blue veils, and the women are 
adorned with beautiful silver crosses. (Original: Oil on canvas by Larry Norton. Prints: High quality 40cm. 
x 60cm. with white border and title in script at the bottom). FREE SHIPPING.  

US$ 40
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PRINT - “HIMALAYAS”
These are artist’s sketches in preparation for the actual painting. The painting 
has been delayed due to political problems in Zimbabwe.  (Original: Oil on 
canvas by Larry Norton. Prints: High quality 40cm. x 60cm. with white border 
and title in script at the bottom). WORK IN PROGRESS.

Images Copyright© Larry Norton
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Patrick Allen is a freelance 
photographer and is involved 
in the graphic design industry.

===========================
PATRICK ALLEN, S.F.A. / A.D.
PCM Allen
M: + 27 84 223 1231
T: + 27 84 727 4277
F: 0865175799
E: RatManDude@gmail.com
Skype: ratmandude
=========================== 
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Bush Pilots Fly In
Barberton

Terminal Building Barbeton

ZS-WUK Takeoff

Waiting for Show Slot
Mike Driving
 ZS-WUK
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Army Oryx shows off rescue hoist
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Bob taking pictures

Andre Shooting MoviePrivate Dust Storm - Oryx
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Fiesler Storch Lookalike poses
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Chaz, Bill, Andre and Rob park off

Beech dust machine
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“Just Love that sound .. North American Harvard #7166
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Naughty Boys
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Our Base - 3 aeries
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North American Harvard #7166 in Target Towing guise/colour scheme
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Assume the position - Steve in de-stress mode.
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Air-to-Air of ZS-OXS Cessna REIMS ROCKET. Charles & Bill sharing the Drive
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People Gallery
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Beech 18 on the RollImages Copyright©steve george



(Photo: Effi e Wister)

BROWN HYENA - Cape Cross, Namibia, Africa.

The Brown Hyena is one of the more elusive residents of the Skeleton Coast. It survives off of sea birds, seals, and 
beached whales. There is no fresh water in this part of the world, so some of the Hyena's fresh water comes from the 
morning dew that it licks off of the rocks along the foggy coast. This Hyena, being held by Claytor, was nearly killed by 
a jackal when it was very young. It was rescued by a seal harvester at Cape Cross, and now is his pet.

TOM CLAYTOR was born in Philadelphia, USA in 1962. His interest in aviation began as a small boy working on his 
grandmother's farm. She used to fl y a Waco-F named "Bushelfoot" and in the evenings would recount stories of bi-
planes, horse pastures and wide open skies. Claytor started fl ying when he was age 17. While attending Colby College 
in Maine, he worked at the local airport in exchange for fl ight time. It was here that seaplanes were used to transport 
hunters and fi shermen to the backwoods of northern Maine. This was his introduction to bush fl ying. Today, Claytor is a 
commercial helicopter and airplane pilot with instrument, single and multi-engine land and seaplane ratings; he has over 
3,000 hours fl ight time - most of it in the wilderness.

In 1985, Claytor graduated from Colby College with a B.A. (Physics) and was awarded a Thomas J. Watson Fellowship (IBM) to travel to Africa. He then 
spent three and a half years working as a bush pilot and a documentary fi lm-maker in Africa. During this period, he spent time with Aviatrix and Author Beryl 
Markham - the fi rst woman to fl y solo across the Atlantic from Europe to America and who subsequently published the book "West With The Night." He also 
spent time with George Adamson - a leading conservationist who lived in the wilderness of northern Kenya with his pride of lions. Claytor assisted with various 
documentary fi lms as a pilot, researcher, and assistant producer including: National Geographic's "Rhino War," National Geographic's "Serengeti Diary," Na-
tional Geographic's "The Great Lakes," and Discovery's "Ivory Wars."

Claytor's other passions include African mountains and rivers. He has summited the Hoggar, Brandberg, Kartella, Kilimanjaro, Ruwenzoris, Mt. Kenya, Mt. 
Cameroon, Virunga, Mulanje, Tsaratanana, Inyangani, High Atlas, and most recently Thabana Ntlenyana - not all of them were gained on the fi rst attempt. 
White-water kayak descents include the Tugela and the Zambezi gorge (class V).

Claytor had encountered many interesting and wise characters in his travels through the remote parts of Africa. He had seen the impact of communication 
through fi lm and how important it was to share knowledge with the outside world. In all remote areas, bush pilots were the link between civilization and the 
wilderness. Claytor had the germ of an idea - to circle the world in a bush plane, to seek out a worldwide fraternity of bush pilots, to fi nd characters and stories 
that could help us understand the wilderness and why it is important, to capture these individuals and stories with words, photographs and fi lm, and to try to 
share these experiences with others.

Only as far as we seek, can we go.... Only as much as we dream, can we be....
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TOM CLAYTOR
The Explorers Club
46 E. 70th St.
New York 10021 USA



(Photo: Effi e Wister)

BABY ELEPHANT - Caprivi Strip, Namibia, Africa.

Claytor was working with a professional hunter fl ying anti-poaching patrols along the Angola border. One night there were traumatized screams in camp. The 
next day this little elephant was tracked and brought back to camp. The mother had probably been killed by poachers. Young lions had tried to kill the baby 
elephant during the night, but had only managed to tear off it's tail - earning the little elephant the nickname "stumpy." Claytor is trying to feed the young el-
ephant a special milk mixture. It is very diffi cult to raise baby elephants because they require a low fat, high glucose milk and a lot of personal attention. This 
baby sadly died a month later being attended to by veterinarians in Etosha National Park. It may have died from poor nutrition, but elephants are more like 
people than animals; perhaps he died of loneliness.

(Photo: Effie Wister)

In December 1990, bush pilot Tom Claytor set off from Philadel-
phia, USA on a journey. He is attempting to fl y around the world 
via all seven continents to visit the wilderness. The pilot Charles 
Lindbergh believed that man could learn the most from "the wis-
dom of wilderness."



(Photo: Larry Norton)

ANGRY ELEPHANT - Savuti, Botswana, Africa.

With a population of nearly 70,000 elephants, it is not hard to fi nd one. This lone 
bull was getting a little too close to the plane. Claytor was worried that he might 
try to scratch his back on one of the wings. It was then that the elephant turned in 
a mock charge. Elephants have two types of charges. If their ears are out and their 
trunk is up, they are just pretending; they don't want to waste the effort of coming 
after you, but they do want you to go away. This is called a "mock charge." Howev-
er, If they turn on you and their ears are tucked in close to their head and their trunk 
is tucked up under their chin, then this is a real charge; they will come at you at 35 
miles an hour, and they will kill you if they can. Generally, they try to knock you 
down with their trunk, then they will do a "head stand" on you - crushing you into 
the ground with their tusks. Matriarchs with young elephants are the most danger-
ous, but a charging elephant can make a spectacular picture.

The writer and pilot Antoine de St. Exupery was once criticized as being "one 
who likes to have experiences when he fl ies." Tom Claytor is working his way 
around the globe by taking on odd and challenging tasks as a bush pilot. His 
friends are other bush pilots - who live and work on the edge and who can 
introduce him to their world.



(Photo: Mark Roy)

THE NAMIB DESERT - Namibia, Africa.

One of the oldest and driest deserts in the world. The dunes in the 
Namib can be almost 300 meters high, some of the highest in the 
world. This is caused by the shifting wind direction which forms 
what are known as "star dunes." Here, Timmissartok is seen over the 
section of the Namib just north of Luderitz. This is a scene from the 
National Geographic fi lm "Flight over Africa."

THE AIRCRAFT Claytor is using is a Cessna 180K. It is the clas-
sic bush plane, combining low maintenance and rugged construction 
with minimal cost of operation. It is a "taildragger" which means 
that it has a small wheel at the back instead of a nosewheel in the 
front. This makes the plane more diffi cult to land and take off, but 
enables it to land in the shorter, softer unprepared airstrips found in 
remote areas of the world.

The plane has been fi tted with a removable auxiliary fuel tank per-
mitting an endurance of 14 hours and a range of 1,700 nautical miles 

(3,145 kilometers). This is necessary for the long cross-ocean fl ights that Claytor must make to move from one conti-
nent to the next. It is also necessary on a continent like Africa, where sometimes aviation fuel is hard to fi nd and there 
are huge distances to cross - like the Sahara desert.

Special equipment aboard the plane includes an autopilot, night vision scope, engine analyzer, digital fuel consumption 
indicator, stormscope, radar altimeter, VHF direction fi nder, high-frequency long-range communications radio, and a 
satellite global positioning system. When the trip began in 1990, the satellite system was still very new and not entirely 
reliable, so an A-10 aviation sextant was carried as an emergency back-up for the Atlantic Ocean crossing.

The orange stripes on the wings and tail are a safety measure. If Claytor were to crash in a remote part of the world, the 
bright color might make it easier for him to be spotted from above.
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Braving a solo existence in the sky, 
bush pilots are often the adventur-
ers that link the lonely inhabitants of 
distant lands. Soaring above the few 
wild places left on our planet - across 
endless deserts, tangled jungles, jag-
ged mountains, treacherous plains of 
ice - these unique pioneers serve as 
communication links for their "neigh-
bours" residing in desolate regions.



(Photo: Tom Claytor)

MATEKANE AIRSTRIP - Kingdom of Lesotho, Africa.

Lesotho has the highest low point of any country in the world. The mountain villages 
of this Kingdom are mostly accessible only by foot or by sturdy-footed Basutho Pony 
along tiny mountain paths. However, there is also a network of short mountain airstrips 
throughout the Kingdom used by the Lesotho Flying Doctors Service. These highly 
skilled pilots use single-engine aircraft to access health clinics in the remote villages. 
This airstrip is at an altitude of 7,550 feet and is less than 400 meters long. Depending 
on the wind in the mountains during take off, it is entirely possible for the aircraft not to 
be in the air by the end of the airstrip. Instead, you shoot off the end of the airstrip out 
over the Ohohbeng river, then drop down the two thousand foot cliff face until you start 
fl ying. Claytor spent nearly a week at Matekane - part of it buried in snow.

Claytor's plane is called "Timmissartok" after the Greenlandic word "to fl y 
like a bird". It is a classic bush plane capable of landing in short remote fi elds 
and has been equipped to carry 14 hours of fuel for long distance fl ights across 
oceans.



The purpose of this expedition is to look at conservation issues in the remote corners of world. Claytor is seeking out 
characters from the wilderness whose wisdom and experiences with nature will be of value to others. Claytor is shar-
ing these insights into conservation through the internet, documentary fi lms, articles and a book.

(Photo: Tom Claytor)

HUMAN SKULL - Monrovia, Liberia.

There were 20,000 skulls at the end of the runway at Spriggs-Payne airport in May 1992. Claytor's 
was the fi rst civilian aircraft to land there after two years of civil war. As you stood in the sand, 
red ants emerged from beneath your feet; they were feeding on human fl esh. A young child shame-
lessly holds a skull; his father and brother fell victim to the death squads that operated here. But 
his eyes are clear, as if to say, "what is so unusual about this - Does this not happen everywhere in 
the world?" A man named Louis fought in this war; he stands by the skulls. He is a strong man, but 
he has troubled eyes - as if he wants to talk about something. Finally, he does. "You know we ate 
people during this war; not because we were hungry, but because we were scared, and to eat your 
enemy makes you strong."

There is a church where 600 people were killed. There are still blood stains on the alter; they had 
placed small children here and made them scream, "there is no God," as they cut their throats. 
There is a smell of death, and there are bullet holes everyw here. A hysteric woman tells of how 
soldiers at road blocks would take bets on the sex of an unborn child. They would then slice the 
woman open to pull out the fetus with a bayonet - to realize who had won the bet.

It is numb. It can't be real. With time, our minds make it less - as if to protect ourselves from the 
horror. The images and stories are real; they won't let us forget. Why does it happen?



BUSHMEN LION TRACKERS - Tsumkwe, Namibia, Africa.

In the far east of Namibia - an area called Bushmanland - an ancient culture must adapt or it will be overrun 
and lost. The Bushmen have always lived in harmony with their harsh land. Now, they must fi nd a balance - a 
way to maintain their culture, yet survive in a modern world which demands more productivity of the land. 
These Bushmen have been studying their resident lion and leopard populations to see if they could be "sus-
tainably utilized" or hunted commercially. Claytor assisted with aerial radio-tracking of the leopards that were 
then tracked on foot to acquire data. If the research is successful, commercial hunting will provide substantial 
income for the community. The money can help with education and other projects, but more importantly, the 
Bushmen will still be living in harmony with their land and retaining their culture.

Tom Claytor is a fellow of  The Explorers Club and has 
been presented with fl ag #101 to carry on the expedi-
tion; this same fl ag has fl own from the top of Mount 
Everest.   



Claytor's journey through Africa was the subject of a one hour National Geographic 
Special "FLIGHT OVER AFRICA" in 1994. Claytor is also fi lming a "video diary" 
which appears periodically on Geographic's "Explorer Journal." Claytor is writing a 
book to be published by Alfred A. Knopf Publishers in New York. The expedition has 
been recognized in the "1993 Rolex Awards For Enterprise," and if successful, may be 
the fi rst single-pilot fl ight around the world to land on all seven continents for the Guin-
ness book of Records. Claytor recently fi nished acting in a feature fi lm called "FIRST 
FLIGHT" about the early days of aviation in the Kingdom of Siam. 



(Photo: Tom Claytor)

DRAKENSBERG ESCARPMENT - Kingdom of Lesotho, Africa.

Lesotho rises dramatically away from South Africa like an island amidst the smoke and a setting sun. The jagged peaks are as high as 11,400 feet, and the 
smoke is blown from burning grazeland in the mountains by the strong westerly berg wind. Claytor circled above this turbulent precipice in pursuit of a photo-
graph. The diffi culty in obtaining an image like this one is that all concentration must be focused through the lens so as to release the camera shutter at the cor-
rect moment. However, the airplane must also be fl own, and in the severe winds along such a steep escarpment, this alone can be challenging. Sometimes, this 
escarpment is referred to as "the barrier of spears."

(Ph t T Cl t )

Claytor began this journey in 
1990 when he was 28 years 
old; he has not returned home 
in the interim.



CLAYTOR'S OFFICE - Skeleton Coast, Namibia, Af-
rica.

This is Tom Claytor's "offi ce," his "car," and his "home." 
The Cessna 180 is normally a six-seat aircraft, but Clay-
tor has removed the back four seats to make room for 
an auxiliary fuel tank, computer, cameras, clothes and 
supplies.

Survival gear is very important. Claytor carries an infl at-
able life raft for crossing the ocean, a survival suit for 
freezing arctic waters, a locator transmitter to be found if 
needed, a lot of water for crossing deserts, a long length 
of rope to lower himself from the trees if he crashes in a 
jungle, 35 pounds of tools and spare parts so that he can 
do his own maintenance on the plane, and several books 
to read, so that he never wastes time while waiting for 
weather or third-world bureaucracy.

He has designed a video camera mount to suspend his 
camera beneath the wing. It is electrically operated 
from inside the plane, and has a sighting system so that 
the camera's image can be seen while looking forward 
through the window. Filming with a wide angle lens, it is possible to create 
dramatic shots by fl ying close to the ground and letting the world swirl around 
the lens.

The tent serves several purposes. In a place like the Skeleton Coast, Clay-
tor's neighbors are lions and hyenas. The tent provides a barrier, so that they 
can approach in the night, but not close enough to bite your face while you 
are sleeping. At large international airports after a long fl ight, it is sometimes 
easier to drop the tent and collapse from exhaustion behind some jet, rather 
than to try to fi nd somewhere to stay in an unfamiliar place. Claytor has had 
malaria fi ve times; the tent helps cut down on the number of mosquitoes.

The most often asked questions: (1) Do you ever go home? - No. (2) How 

do you do your laundry? - In a bucket. (3) Is it 
lonely? - Yes, sometimes very. (4) How do you 
pay for this? - Work the plane on conservation 
projects and fi nd sponsors. (5) Why? - Perhaps 
this is the most interesting of all the questions. 
I think in life if we have dreams, and we can 
either try to realize those dreams or we can let 
them pass. I like the quote, "happy are those who 
dream dreams then are willing to pay the price 
to make them come true." However, I am not 
always happy. Sometimes, this hurts - and hurts a 
lot. Sometimes, I wonder what the emotional cost 
will be. It is hard, and I have become hard; but 
I have also become softer. The most important 
thing about doing something like this is to laugh 
at yourself. If you can't do that, go home. You 
must never take yourself too seriously.

Strangely, I fi nd that I have a lot of time for little 
things. I like to talk to the guy who drives the 
fi re engine at the airport; I like to watch a bird or 
learn a new language. I have become extremely 

intolerant of "BS." If someone tells me some-
thing that isn't absolutely straight, I start to get a little agitated, then I get a lot 
agitated. Sometimes, situations are too critical and too dangerous to try to deal 
with vagueness and interpretation.

I am always on the lookout for guys who want to eat me. I go to a fair amount 
of bad places. These are the places where you fi nd bad people, but I have a 
trick. I usually pretend that I am pretty friendly and naive; this is fairly effec-
tive in disarming the bad guys. You can then ask them all sorts of questions - 
then look in their eyes; you can read a lot from someone's eyes. When the next 
guy comes by, you can ask him questions about the previous guy. If anything 
doesn't match, then you know one of them is a bad guy. It is more a feel, than 
an exact science, and it doesn't matter what language you are speaking. It is 
true, "you live by your face;" we all do.



I have four jobs: The fi rst is to fl y the plane and fi x it - fairly technical and 
unforgiving. The second to write, photograph, fi lm what is going on - fairly 
artistic. The third is to raise money - very humbling; I am not very good at it. 
The fourth is the most important, and I wish I had more help with this. It is vi-
sion - where to go and when and who to meet. It is all important.

They say, "the teacher appears when the student is ready," and one of the most 
important things I have learned on this trip was written to me by a chap I met 
in Iceland. He gave me a book of poems by Walt Whitman. The plane was 600 
pounds overweight with all the fuel, so I gave the book to someone else, but 
before I did, I looked inside the cover: "Tom, wherever you go in this world, 
remember these words - BE HERE NOW." Suddenly, this made a lot of sense 
to me. It didn't matter where I was, as long as I was there in spirit. I have met 
a lot of people who are going places, but sometimes, they don't look you in the 
eye or even listen to you. They aren't there, so they are never really anywhere. 
This could have been a real danger for me. I had a map of the world and could 
go anywhere I wanted whenever I wanted; I didn't even remember the name 
of the guy who gave me these words. this is the danger - to be in a place and 
to miss the opportunity of being there and learning, however subtle the experi-
ence might be.

It was then that I started to carry a spiral notebook in my back pocket. Now, 
anytime someone tells me something, I write it down. If it is a good joke, I 
write it down - a place to visit, a good quote, someone's name. Our brains are 
too small, and there is too much to learn. Write it down and sift out what you 
need later.

I believe strongly in having mentors. When I met a well-known author in Eng-
land, I asked him for advice about writing a book. He said, "Tom, the mind is 
a natural fi lter, and what is important will come out in the end." I think he is 
right. He also said, "to hasten slowly," but you can't hasten so slowly that you 
stop. A woman once told me, "don't travel in circles, move in straight lines." 
There is a lot of wisdom in that.

A few times I have been asked, "how does one get to do something like this?" 

I have fi gured out an answer for this. The fi rst thing is to dream. We all do 
when we are little, but then we tell ourselves we have to grow up. Hold onto 
the dream. Second, seek out mentors - old guys or women at the ends of their 
life. Ask them for advice on how to realize your dreams. They will give you 
ideas and tell you how you can do things - they can live vicariously through 
your enthusiasm and not be jealous of your ambition. The third and most 
important thing is never to let anyone say "no." You can tell yourself no, but 
don't let anyone else tell you something can't be done. The most dangerous 
people can be your family and close friends. They care about you or will be 
jealous of you. They want to keep you right there with them - they don't want 
you to drop down nor shoot past them. It's hard, but that is what it takes.

About twenty of my pilot friends are dead now. It is one thing in life to learn 
from your own experiences, but it is quite another thing to listen to someone 
else's experiences in such a way as to make them painful and to make them 
your own. I met one rugged old pilot in Ethiopia. He used to fl y for Air Amer-
ica in South America, and he used to work with some rough characters. Every 
time he would go to a new place, he would ask, "how does a guy get killed 
around here?" and people would tell him. He would then avoid all the things 
that had killed the other people. I have used this trick to fl y safely through 
places and conditions that I have never experienced before - like Greenland 
in the winter and the Sahara in the summer. Strangely, this trick is as applica-
ble for life as it is for fl ying. Listen carefully with empathy or pain - and then 
learn.

Another thing I believe in is that you don't have to have a good memory if 
you always tell the truth. I am in way over my head on this trip; there is no 
way I can remember everything, and so it is easy - always tell the truth. It was 
proven to me again just recently when I was put in jail for "violation immigra-
tion act" in one of these African countries. I might not have gone in jail in the 
fi rst place if I had invented a little story, but it is just too much work and can 
be very dangerous if you get caught. I told the truth; I went to jail. The next 
day I was interrogated plenty of times, but always the same story. Every time 
I have been arrested, it has been like this. Painful for the moment, but worth-
while in the end.



Someone once said to me, "This is a good trip, and one of two things will 
happen: You will either make it, or you will be just another guy who tried and 
failed." I love the truth in that statement; It is humbling, and all I have to do is 
to get home.

    I too have stood at that place in the wood 
    where two roads diverge; and as he, 
    so I to live true, chose the only path I could: 
    the rougher road, "the one less traveled by."
    And oh, I have paid well for that proud choice; 
    have learned too that the gods do not applaud 
    but merely whisper, through an inner voice, 
    that a life lived such is its own reward.
    Yet though I walk with eyes turned to the fl oor, 
    solemn as a druid round a stone ring. 
    I would choose again what I chose before - 
    the lighter life is a much lesser thing.
    This I have: the road walked is mine to keep. 
    That, yes, and "miles to go before I sleep."

    (By Deon Opperman) Given to Tom Claytor by Jilly Lester.
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